
June 13, 2014

Fellow Mayors:

We are sponsoring a resolution at this summer’s US Conference of Mayors meeting calling on the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) to preserve a free and open Internet and we hope you will join us.
Our resolution in support of net neutrality (Resolution # 114) ensures that the Internet that our residents
and cities rely on every day continues to thrive as a place for great American ingenuity.

A vote for our resolution is a vote for openness, free speech, and equality of access for every
American, no matter where they live or their socioeconomic status.

The Internet has thrived because of its openness and equality of access. Its level playing field is its core
principle. The open Internet gives anyone with a big idea a real chance to compete. According to a survey
by Consumer Reports, 71% of Americans would actively seek out an Internet service provider that
followed Net Neutrality principles. The American people get it – Internet equality is critical to our
nation’s prosperity.

When you open your internet browser, you can access MSNBC and Fox News with the same speed and
quality as you can find your neighborhood blog or local newspaper’s site. This happens because of Net
Neutrality.

Local retailers’ websites and big-box stores’ websites load with the same download speed. This happens
because of Net Neutrality.

Your city’s website and newsletter reaches just as many constituents with similar speeds as any
commercial website or email blast. This happens because of Net Neutrality.

We’re at an important juncture now – the FCC is writing new rules on how the Internet will be
regulated, and by extension, whether the Internet will remain free and open. We stand for
transparency and non-discrimination of content, and we need to fight to preserve these principles
as the FCC enters its rulemaking.

That is why we have introduced a resolution at this year’s US Conference of Mayors meeting, calling on
the FCC to fulfill its existing congressional mandate and to issue rules that preserve free and open
communications channels for all.

Join us in supporting resolution #114. It’s critical to our cities’ future success.

Sincerely,

Edwin M. Lee Eric Garcetti Ed Murray Jonathan Rothschild
Mayor of San Francisco Mayor of Los Angeles Mayor of Seattle Mayor of Tucson


